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Abstract

The :JutOJ/htt'; the first tllltom,ztic restaunwt world wide,
opened its doors in Berlin in 1896. This article tmces tbe
bistOI:J' q(its technologiml tran~(er tlrotmd 1900 tbmugbout
bot/; Europe ,md the US where it deueloped into the world:<
lm;gest rest,wmnt c!JtZin (Hom & Hm·dm·t). In terms of
technology, food ,wd consumption pmctices, the Automat
llltZ)' be interpt·eted m not on{y ,zn outcome but also ,z promoter of tbe global pmcess of stmzdm·dizt~tion. Howeve1; ,,
closer look ,zt the c,zse study of the Autonz,zt shows how this
process q( stmzdm·diz,Jtion tMS interwoven witb both the
o·e,ztiou ofnew tlnd the reconflrmtltion ofexisting loml mzd
ntztioJMl difftrmces.
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In June 2005, a new restaurant called "Automat" opened in London's posh
Mayfair district. Writing in The Times M,zg,zzine, journalist Giles Coren
mused about rhe meaning of Automat - a word whose meaning he had "not
known for the longest rime without bothering to look it up". 1 Recalling
Gentlemen Prefot· Blondes, he correctly assumed that it must have been some
sort of automatic restaurant in rhe United States in Marilyn Monroe's days
(and a long rime before that, too, as I intend to show). This association
fitted in perfectly with the all-American food served at the London restaurant. When Coren first entered the Automat in Dover Street, however, he

1 Giles COREN, "Automat", Tbc Times i\Lzg,zoine, 25 June 2005, pp.79-80.
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found it "absolutely stunning, though by no means auromatic." 2 Instead of
being invited to serve oneself- a typical feature of an automatic restaurantwaiters and waitresses were doing their best to offer good service. \\'lirringly
or not, the name of this restaurant and its New York counterpart, which had
opened only a few months earlier, harks back to a far older and obviously
forgotten story of automatic restaurants in Europe and the Unired Stares
around 1900.
In 1896, a newly founded limited company opened rhe doors of the firsr
automatic restaurant in rhe world in Berlin. The company was aiming to
profit from one of the most urgent problems in big cities of the rime: rapidly feeding hundreds of thousands of male and female employees during
their lunch hour. The company nor only ran such fast food restaurants bur
also sold them fully equipped throughout Europe and the United Stares.
The name of the restaurant and the company were identical: Both were
called "Automat". Automat was a joint venture between the Berlin engineer
Max Sielaff, who had been inventing differem types of slot machines for
many years, and the largest European chocolate maker, the Cologne-based
Gebri.ider Stollwerck. Before World War I, Gebr. Stollwerck not only sold
most of its products through vending machines, bur also held shares in
multiple, often international joint ventures in the field of coin-operated
distribution. To sell their Automats, they also founded small international
subsidiaries with powerful business partners and friends of the Stollwerck
family such as William Lever. 3 Thanks to the business archive of Gebr.
Stollwerck, 4 we can trace these manifold activities and plans to open restaurants in Belgium, France, Switzerland, South Africa and many other
countries. 5 Unfortunately, the files of most of the imernational subsidiaries
have not been kept in the main business archive. 6 Because small companies
usually do not archive their files, fitting together the pieces of rhe puzzles
that have survived in numerous places is a challenging task. The all-inclusive
2 COlliN.

"Amom"r· .... p.79.

3 For further details on the history of the family business Gebr. Srollwerck, see Angdika EPPLE,

Stollzl'acks Scbo~·o!.rde tmd die Homogotisicnmg rlcr l Vi:ft (I 839-1932). Eine Unteruebmewgescbicbtc
.ds JHikrogescbicbte rler Glob,z!isienmg (Frankfurt am !vlain, 2010 fOrthcoming); Angdika EPPLE,
"Gebr. Stollwercks Aufstieg zum Jvfulrinational: Verrrauen und 'Controlling' in KOln, London, \\lien
und Poszony': in C. HILLEN (ed.), E1,if;(r:dftktor odcr Risi~·o? Ff:rtmm';; in dtT lFirtsc/;,!fisgescbicbtc
-··l n, ?00-)
'o
(1\.O
- 1 • pp. T-1-'b.
-r Fortunately, the business archive of the Gebr. Sro1lwerck company has been transfern:d ro the

Rhinel,nd-Wcsrphalian Bminess Archive (RWWA) in Cologne (R\V\\'lA 208.).
5 Together with \William Lever, the German "Automat G.m.b.H.", Stollwerck Bros. (a London~

based British subsidh1ry of the German Gebr. Srollwerck) and August \Xleill ran automatic restaurants

in Liverpool ""d Manchester (Manfred KUSKE. Ausfiibdidw Finnmgcscbicbte (Koln. 1940). p. 'II 8.
RW\VA RW 208-09.).
(i Until now, we know about them only through the business correspondence of the afore men~
tioned companies addressing ocher business topics.
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history of the automatic restaurant in Europe, the United States and South
Africa still waits to be written. Here, I shall present only my current
findings.
The difference between the Berlin Automat and irs rebirth in London and
New York more than one hundred years later could nor be greater: One of its
highly unique selling features around 1900 was that no waiters were robe seen
in the guest room. The Automat of that rime was - at first sight - operated
by vending machines only. "You absolutely help yourself" was one of irs
most prominent marketing slogans. Moreover, the German prototype of the
Automat was sold to many European cities, including Cardiff, Liverpool,
London, Manchester, Copenhagen and even Paris. In New York, the Automat
became rhe most famous restaurant chain daily serving more than 800,000
persons in its heyday? Curiously, however, it gained cult status in Philadelphia
and New York - as Gentlemen Prefer Blonds and other films confirm - while
it was never a success in other American cities. It is also very surprising that we
know so little about its life cycles in European metropolises.
This leads me to the main questions in this article: Where did the Automat
travel? How was it transformed and adapted? Where did it succeed and where
did it fail? As far as the documentation allows, this article traces the history of the Automat produced, sold or run by the German limited company
'~utomat G.m.b.H.". My main sources are the Rhineland-Westphalian Business
Archive (RWWA) in Cologne, the Robert F. Byrnes Collection of Automat
Memorabilia (1912-1990s) in the New York Public Library (NYPL) and different newspapers. On the one hand, this article is rhe history of a technical
transfer that investigates both irs local adaptations and irs transformations. On
the other hand, it goes beyond a history of transfers and becomes a case study
in the Held of the history of modern fast food. The main research question
is how far the transfer history of rhe fast food restaurant the Automat can be
seen as an outcome and, at the same time, as a promoter of a process of global
standardization of technology, food and consumption practices. By underlining local and national differences, the article tries to show how the process of
global standardization combined with opposite trends to create distinctions
within one specific society as well as between different national societies.
The case study begins with rhe Automat's forerunners: vending machines
and the Bar ,zutonMtique - a Parisian singularity run by Philippe Leoni,
a business partner of Gebr. Stollwerck. It then plots the Automat's spread
throughout Germany after the first automatic fast food restaurant opened
in Berlin, before moving on to its successors in Pl1iladelphia and New York,
where the Horn & Hardarr Company transformed the German prototype

7

Daniel COHEN. ""For Food both cold and hor. pur your nickels in the slot," Smitbsoni.zn, vol.
16, no. 10 (1986), p. 51.
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and laid the foundation for its tremendous business success. I shall then contrast the history of the Automat with a Swedish "Automat": another type of
automatic restaurant that worked on both similar and different lines. In rhe
conclusion, I shall discuss the process of global standardization in terms of
technology, food and consumption practices around 1900.

1. Forerunners of the Automat: Vending machines and soda fountains
Coin-operated devices were reputedly already in use 2000 years ago. 8 But ir
was only with industrialization in the nineteenth century that rhey gained
momentum as a viable vending option. According to Kerry Segrave, the first
parent for a fully automatic vending machine went to Simeon Denham of
Wlkefield in Yorkshire, England, in 1857. 9 Afrer inserting a penny, the device
delivered a stamp. 10 Orher hardware soon followed.
Even more important for the emergence of automatic restaurants was rhe
development of vending machines capable of dispensing liquids. Since the
mid-1840s, perfume makers in the United States, Grear Britain and France
had been trying to produce automatic vending machines for fluids. Philippe
Leoni, for example, a successful perfume maker from Paris, was one of the
leading professionals in this trade. The inventors had to solve various problems: It was one thing to make the automat deliver the same amount of liquid
every rime, but it was another matter to make ir accept a coin that would trip
the mechanism. It was nor until the 1870s thar the first vending machines
appeared in England. Parceval Everitt was rhe most famous among rhe countless engineers who constructed visionary automatons. He developed a vending machine that supplied sweets after a coin had been dropped into a slot.
From London and orher large cities, these vending machines rapidly spread
throughout Europe and the industrialized world. Coin-operated machines,
their attendant technology and corresponding practices of selling, buying,
consuming or entertaining became an important and constant stimulus tor
global standardization.
This was not an anonymous process, however, bm one promoted by
individuals. Probably, Ludwig Stollwerck heard of vending machines
when travelling to England to visit rhe family friend and business partner

8

Nic COSTA. Tbc Hi.<tm)' of'tbc Coin ]l[,,cbinc (London. 1988), p. 7: Kerry SEGRAVE. rending
]1/achiw:s. An _.Jmericfm Soci,zl 1-listm:v (Jefferson, NC/LondOn, 2002), p. 3.
9 Kerry SEGRAVE, /'i-;1(/ing J1f.tcbinc.< ... , p. 5.
10

The genealogy of rhe vending machine and irs corresponding practices has not yet been ana~
lyzcd sufficiently. Depending on rhe national focus, either Britons, Americans or Germans appear w
have been the first movers. In fact, it was a transnational development that should be srudied as a history of technological transfer.
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\Villi am Lever of the Lever Sunlight Company. Ludwig Stollwerck immediately recognized the potential of this new invention and convinced his
brothers to buy a patent for the device. Because the Everitt patent proved
to be too expensive, Srollwerck began negotiations with Max Sielaff, a
creative inventor in Berlin who had also developed a vending machine
that worked with coins inserted into a slot. 11 The German confectioners
began selling samples of different chocolates through vending machines.
What started as an innovative advertising idea then acquired a life of its
own. 11 Surprisingly, consumers were so entranced by vending machines
that within a few years, Stollwerck was selling the largest pare of irs production through these so-called "mute vendors". In I895, Srollwerck and
Max Sielaff together founded a new company dealing exclusively with
vending machines.
In France it was Philippe Leoni who seems to have been the "first mover"J3
He promoted the development of vending machines for liquids, and went
beyond his original interest in selling perfume. Leoni had the striking idea of
selling beverages of all kinds from vending machines. He was probably responsible for producing one of the world's first soda machines. Once developed, the
mechanism allowed the selling of any kind of liquid: soft drinks, milk, water
or alcohol.

The Bar ,wtomatique in Paris, Montmartre
After launching the Societe Fim7[tll~'e des Fontaines Populaires in 1891, Philippe
Leoni was the first to assemble a collection of various soda fountains to create
what he called a Bm· automatique. An advertising booklet claimed "visitors
enter our Bar just as they would a shopping arcade, but without being observed
or approached by anyone." 14 The B,zr automatique was thus presented as a
place where people did not need to communicate with each other. However,
the booldet features a picture of the Bar in which people indeed interact
(Figure 1).
In the centre of the picture, we see a man leaning against a pillar. His
clothes seem to be simpler than those of the men in the foreground. The picture thus shows the Bm· ,wtom,1tique as a meeting point for people of different

11

Brief historical review of Ludwig Srollwerck ( 1909), R\'V\V'A 208-243-7.

12

See, for example, the essay "Erwas Uber automatische Verkaufs~ und sonsrige Apparare", (prob-

ably 1893), R\Xf\V'A 208-278-2.
13 "Automatic distributor of perfumes'~

Srient[flrptc _-lmeric:m) no. 63 ( 14 February 1891 ), p. 388;

Kerry SEGRAVE, N:11di11g J\Lzcbines ... , p. 10.
1
'' Boo!Jer published by the "Sociere Frano;aise des Fonraines Populaires", p.l2. R\V'WA
208-277-3.
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Fig. 1. Bookler of rhe "Sociere Fran<;aise des Fonraines Populnires", p.l2.
Somce: RWWA 208-277-3.

social classes. Though dominated by male clients, it is also a place for women
and children. The relaxed nature of the scene and the easy interactions among
the socially diverse customers has a powerful effect: consumption becomes
associated with liberty and equality. 15 Customers or visitors can come in, help
themselves ro whatever they want and begin a conversation if they feel like
it- the Bar appears as a site of casual communication. It is a public space that
is also accessible to women and children, turning them, too, into consuming
individuals. The picture in the brochure also alludes to a city's typical business, but only by showing a single worker on the right-hand side. It suggests
that consumption and work represent separate spheres of everyday life.

2. The "Automat" in Imperial Germany and the emergence
of modern "fast food"
Although Leoni's Bar autom,ltique was a new invention, it was part of a broader
transformation. ~ck meals are certainly not a modern phenomenon. In all
societies and at all times, there have been many reasons why people frequently

15 lVIichael Wildt cites egua!iry, libercy and universality as the three promises of rhe marker

principle, see iv1ichad Wildt, "Konsumbi.irger. Das Politische als Oprionsfreiheit und Distinkrion", in
M. HETTLING, B. ULRICH (eds.), Btirgcrtumt~<tcb 19-15 (Hamburg, 2005), p. 274.
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lacked the time for a leisurely meal. Even the vending of fast food in urban spaces
has a long tradition that can be traced back to medieval rimes. 16 I.n a stricter sense,
however, "modern fast food" refers nor merely to the lack of time bur also to a
habit of consuming food in a specific manner. Following food historian Derek].
Oddy, it is "eating without effort", it comes "without any of the traditional work
rhar previously went into meal preparation and has hitherto universally formed
part of food culture." Personally, I would even go further. The term "modern fast
food" also promises a potential replication of ingredients, appearance, quantity,
consistency, amount and, most importantly, of taste and touch. In this specific
sense, "fast rood" is synonymous with completely standardized foods and drinks.
When we think of the famous fast food chains of today, the term is also associated
with a certain ambience; and, last not least, fast food is usually self-service. Fast
food in the stricter sense emerged in all metropolises of the industrialized world
more or less simultaneously in the last decades of the nineteenth century. 17
Modern fast food has become a metaphor for the process of globalization
itself, because it seems to deliver evidence for a global standardization. When
it comes to the early history of modern fast rood, however, we have to question
some much-loved stereotypes. First, it is far more difficult to speak of the US as
the "Fast Food Narion". 18 Modern fast food is not an American invention; irs
origins are ubiquitous. As the example in this article shows, automatic restaurants were of German origin. Furthermore, and contrary to Claude Fischler, I
am convinced that the logic ofTaylorism and Fordism was implemented in the
catering system long before the McDonald brorhers 19 - nor only in automatic
restaurants, bur in quick lunch rooms in general. Second, this leads me to believe
that using the term "McDonaldization" to refer to an assumed rise of global
standardization is a major misnomer. 20 In his anthology on the "Golden Arches
East", the ethnologist]. L. Warson has already shown how diverse the functions

According ro l'viarrha Carlin, "the vending of fast food- that is hoc, ready~ro-cat food, nor food
cooked ro order - in medieval English towns flourished primarily nor to serve well-to-do residents
or rraveHers bur rather to serve rhe urban poor." See Jvlartha CARLIN, "Fast Food and Urban Living
Srandards in Medieval England", in M. CARLIN and]. T. ROSENTHAL (eds.), Food nnd E.zting in
A!erlicu,z/ Em·opc (London, 1998), p. 27.
17 Following Adri Albert de la Bruheze and Ann eke H. van Orrerloo, snacks and fast food may be
characterized as "the icons of the modern industrial trend to ear quickly and easily': Adri Albert DE
LA BRUHEZE, Ann eke H. VAN OTTERLOO, "Snacks and Snack Culmre in the Rise of Eating
Out in the Nerhcrlands in the Twentieth Cenmry", in M.JACOBS, P. SCHOLLIERS (eds.),E.zting
Out in Europe. Picnics, Gounuct Dining lind Su,zcks Since tbc L,ttc Eighteenth Cent!IJ)' (Oxford, 2003 ),
p. 318.
Is Eric SCHLOSSER, F.zst Foor!JV.ztimz. Tbc D.zrk Side of'tbe All-Amcric.zn Afeal (New York,
2002).
19 Claude FISCHLER, "La 'macdonaldisarion' des moeurs", in J.-L. FLANDRIN, !vl.
MONTANARI (cds.), HiJtohulc ;;.f!imellt,ztion {Paris, 1996), pp. 859-879, p. 871.
20 George RITZER, Tbc JlfcDo11.ddi=·<~tion {{Society. Anlll'vc:sti!J<lfion into tbe Chmging Chntzaer
of'Contempowy Soci,zl Life (Thousand Oaks, CA, 1996).
16
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of McDonald's restaurants can be in different Asian societies. 21 In this article, I
shall add some historical arguments to challenge such a simple understanding
of global standardization. It is neither equitable with Americanization nor is it a
uniform process. The history of the automatic restaurants shows how a technological transfer promoted not only global standardizations bur also new distinctions. The technology of vending machines provided a standardized framework
within which culturally different preferences could develop. Customers on
both sides of the Atlantic learned to expect a reproducible taste and an identical
amount of food for an identical amount of coins inserted in a slot. There is no
evidence, however, d1at the food being served on both sides of the ocean was the
same. Furthermore, within only a very short time, the food being served in the
American Automat gained national appeal. As I shall show in the following, it
was supposed to designate a typical American way of eating.
Global standardization is a complex process. At the same time as it generates
new distinctions, it is itself the result of a history of transfers. This is also true, as I
shall show, for the early history of fast food in automatic restaurants. Towards the
end of the nineteenth century, people in many cities increasingly needed to eat
quickly. Not only social and cultural changes but also teclmological innovations
were triggered by the new demands accompanying industrialization. Adel P. den
Hartog points out convincingly that the role of food technology in the development of eating om has been overseen for far too long. 22 Many people had to be fed
in a hurry. Huge amounts of food had to be brought into town. Agriculture intensified and overseas trade expanded. Food preservation and, most importantly, an
unbroken cooling chain or the introduction of tins, bottles and also frozen foods
were all technical innovations making it possible to transport food over longer
distances. 23 There were a number of reasons for this development, closely associated with the process ofindustrialization, and it would go far beyond rl1e scope of
this article to trace them in more detail. Generally spealdng, d1e most important
changes were the shift in family structures, longer commuting distances to work,
the new social groups of employees and a general increase in traveJ.24

21 ].

L. WATSON (ed.), Go!dm Arches Eut. McDou,z/ds iu ErstAsi,z (Stanford, CA. 1997).
Adel P. DEN HARTOG, "Technologicallnnovarion and Eating Om as a :Mass Penomenon in
Europe': in lvl. JACOBS and P. SCHOLLIERS (eds.), Eatiug Out in Em·opc ... , p. 267.
23 Derek]. ODDY, Lydia PETRANOVA, "Marketing Food in Britain, 1860-1939", in D.].
ODDY, L. PETRANOVA (eds.), The Dijfhsion of Food Cnlt11re in Ellropefrom the Lzte Eightemth
22

Ccntllr)' to tbe Pment D,ry (Praha, 2005), p. 238.
24 This development has been described extensively. On changing food habits in Imperial
Germany specifically, see Keith ALLEN, Huugrigc Afetropole.- Essen, H'(Jblji!JJt rmd J(ommaz in Berlin
(Hamburg, 2002); Hans-Jcirgen TEUTEBERG, "The Rising Popularity of Dining Our in German
Restaurants in the Aftermath of Modern Urbanization" in !vl: JACOBS, P. SCHOLLIERS (eds.),
Eilting Out in Em·ope . .. , pp. 281-299. On changing food habits in the United Stares, see rhe classic
study by Harvey LEVENSTEIN, P.mrdox of" Plenty. A Soci,z/ Histm)' o(Ezting in J11odem fimeric,,
(New York/Oxford, 1993).
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The response to these challenges differed from country to country. In
the mid-1890s, Philipp Leoni met Max Sielaff, the aforementioned inventor from Berlin, who was now running the Deutsche Auromatengesellschaft
DAG (German Automat Company) together with Stollwerck Bros. 25 It was
Sielaff's idea to put together several machines to dispense hot and cold drinks
and vending machines for food. He thus created the first automatic buff:et presented at the Berlin trade exhibition in 1896. 26 His display was a tremendous
success, and this prompted him to open the first automatic restaurant in Berlin
in cooperation with DAG only a few months later. 27 They gave this new type
of restaurant a one-word name: Automat. Automat G.m.b.H. was also the
name of the limited company under which the restaurant operated.
In this restaurant, several vending machines were combined ro make up a
single automat with a continuous counter. Marble and mirror ornaments gave the
restaurant an air oflm.:ury. Marble also possessed the practical advantage of being
easy ro clean. At first, the compartments of the automat contained sandwiches.
Later, they offered warm meals as well. Dropping a coin into the slot opened the
relevant compartment, allowing the customer to take our and consume the meal.
It is particularly noteworthy that visual perception played a major part in this
process. The food behind the windows was visible b'!fim: constm1ption. Visual
cultures had been changing fundamentally over the course of the nineteenth
cenrury. 28 With a "scrutinizing glance'; the customer could confirm the quality
of the food. 29 The Aschinger restaurant chain, the major rival ro the automatic
restaurants in Berlin, was also concerned with ensuring that cusromers could see
their meals through the window display. 30 Visual perception was connected ro the
general discourse on hygiene, with the visibility of meals guaranteeing that they
met the required hygienic standards. Contemporary advertisements for the Berlin
automatic restaurant associated hygiene with lm.:ury. The presentation of the
restaurant in Berlin differed from that of the Bar ,wtomatique in Paris: A postcard
from 1897 shows the interior with just one single cusromer who does not seem to
be interested in communicating. 31 He stands at a table, alone, bur not lonely.

25 R\Viv'A
26
27
20

208-411-8.
R\'if\V'A 208-F2063- F2064.
R\'if\V'A 208-F5725- F5726.
Window displays can be interpreted as an outcome of this development, see Nina SCHLEIF,

Scih111ji:nstedCumt. Bcrlinund New llwk (Koln, 2004).
:z9 On the growing importance of visibility

a5

a criterion of rrmh in rhe life sciences, see Ute

PLANERT, "Derdreifachc Korper des Volkes. Sextdirat, Biopolirik und die Wissenschafr vom Leben",
Gcschichtc und Gc·scllsch..jt, vol. 26 (2000), pp. 539-576; Philipp SARASIN, "Die Visualisierung des
Feindes. Ober metaphorische Technologien der fri.Then Bakreriologie", Gcsc!JidJtc mul Gcse/Lfth,zft, vol.
30 (2004). pp. 250-276.
30
31

p. 40.

Keith ALLEN, Hrmgrige Alctropofc ... , p.l3.
Reproduced in John VITALE, "\V'hen Automatic Reswurams were New': Vi:ild, I 5 July 1963,
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Fig. 2. Postcard (sent 1904). self-published by "Automat G.m.b.H.", Berlin. Source: Private collection.

In contrast to the Bar automatique, the restaurant was not presented as
a space of casual and accidental communication. The male customer's only
interest was in fulfilling a need quickly. \Xfe are thus shown a self-reliant, independent citizen demonstrating his autonomy in a positive sense: he is feeding
himself- a slogan on the wall reads ''Bediene dich selbst" ("Help yourself"),
the new imperative of the age. Nonetheless, this businesslike conception of
the first Automat seems to have been a failure. The first Automat in Berlin's
Friedrichstra/Se closed after only a few months, reopening shortly thereafter
in different locations in the city in quick succession. 32 A later postcard shows
a new presentation of the very same interior (Figure 2).
Through an illustration framed by text, the Automat G.m.b.H. wanted to
make sure that tourists or other customers unfamiliar with the Automat concept would understand the purpose of this new type of restaurant: The recipient of the postcard sees two middle-class couples enjoying themselves over a
drink. In the middle ground, two individuals use the self-service facilities; and
in the background, the restaurant probably merges with a shopping arcade.
The words framing the image read "up-to-dare", "casual", "quick and good",
"no tipping". Although this restaurant again links up with the French B,zr
autonJtitique, it presents itself more as the pleasant culmination of a shopping
expedition than a quick lunch for the hungry clerks of the growing metropolis
Berlin. One should bear in mind that the picture was intended more as an

3 2 See

RW\VA 208-F5725- F5726.
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Fig. 3. Postcard (sent 1911), published by Globus. Source: Private collection.

advertisement than as an effort to illustrate reality. Further research is needed
if we wish to learn more about the actual customers. 33
At present, I shall assume that ultimately, the automatic restaurants ofimperial
Germany were places for men and that the advertisement for the Berlin Automat
showing mixed-gender couples represented wishful thinking on the part of the
operating company. The Automat G.m.b.H. sold many restaurants of this type all
over Germany. A postcard of the local Automat in Chemnitz, ror example, run by a
RudolfGerecke, shows only men waiting for the resraurant to open (Figure 3). 34
The Automat had marked similarities with modern franchise chains.35 The
Chemnitz owner promoted his restaurant using the words already familiar to
us from the Berlin-based Automat G.m.b.H. Above the display window, pedestrians could read "Help yourself!", "Q::ick and good", "Casual". A glance at the
interior reveals the similarity of the Automats even more strikingly (Figure 4).
33

There are very few scholarly studies on rhe early automatic restaurants. See, for example, Alec

SHULDINER, Tri.Zppcrl Behind the _.·futom,a. Tcdmologic.tf 5_vsrcms ,md the Ameritm1 RcsttZUJiJllt,
1902-1991 (Ann Arbor, 2001 ): Karl GRATZER, "The Making of a New Industry- the lmroduction
of Fast Food in Sweden". in B.JOHANNISSON, H. LANDSTROM (eds.),Jm,zgcs ofEutn1'mlem:>bip
,md Sm,z/1 Business (Lund. 1999), pp. 82-114 .
.3-i The Automat G.m.b.H. sold a number of automatic restaurants to buyers in different German
cities in the fiscal year beginning on I June 1903 and ending on 30 I\fay 1904, including rhe one in

Chemnirz. At 46,000 Marks, the price was relatively high. See R\Xf\'VA 208-288-1.
JS At first, Scollwcrck Bros. rented vending machines co interested barkeepers. For economic
reasons, they changed this practice in the 1890s, and from rhen on rhey only sold rhem. This is why I
assume that all Auronuts were sold rather than rented. The R\Xf\\!A holdings contain many bills for
complete eL]tlipmenr. Alrhough it W<lS nor actually a franchise system in the economic sense, it already
anticipated essential attributes of that system.
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Fig. 4. Posrcard (senr 1919). Source: Privare collection

The picture's date is uncertain. We only !mow that the postcard was sent
in December 1919. A comparison with pictures of the first Automat in Berlin
reveals that the vending machines we see here are part of the very first generation
of Automats produced by the Automat G.m.b.H., the subsidiary of Stollwerck
Bros. with Max Sielaff in the first decade of the century. 36 The technological
transfer within Germany was accompanied by a standardization of the food sold
through vending machines as well as a standardization of consumer practices. As
far as the plans of new restaurants show, the food on offer was more or less the
same. The identical marketing slogans and the similar interior support the suggestion that the Automat G.m.b.H. was already targeting its restaurant concept
on travelling salespersons and maybe also tourists. The company took advantage
of Gebr. Stollwerck's experience with brand recognition features. Nonetheless,
it is hard to say whether the Automat actually worked as a "brand" in Imperial
Germany. Further research will be needed to answer this question.l.n Philadelphia
and New York, however, the Automat definitely became a brand name.
3. The Automat goes American
At the same time as businessmen in Paris and Berlin were creating new automatic restaurants and comparable establishments, a similar development was
taking place in the growing cities in North America. The tertiary sector of the
economy was expanding much faster than in France or Germany. As a result,
more and more female clerks and employees needed places to have a quick
~ 6 See, for example, rhe picture of rhe first Aura mar in Berlin, in Vc:nd, 15 July 1963, p. 40.
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lunch, 37 and restaurant owners responded to this need. Everywhere, cafeterias
and so-called quick-lunch rooms sprang up like mushrooms. John Hardan
and Joseph Horn, for example, opened a cafeteria in Philadelphia. 38
Joseph Horn became acquainted with Max Sielaff's first automatic restaurant in Berlin during one of his trips to the German capitaJ.3 9 Horn was deeply
impressed. He decided that the Automat responded perfecdy to the needs of
his American customers, and he ordered a number of completely equipped
restaurants of this kind.4°
Joseph V. Horn's autobiography Tben mzcl Now features a picture of the
first automatic restaurant in the United States from 1902.41 We can see the
same image on the following postcard from 1910 (Figure 5).
It shows a very similar communicative space to that in the Berlin and
Chemnitz models. Everything has been retained: the clear focus on hygiene,
the luxurious decor and the visibility of the food. The first Automat sent across
the Atlantic was lost in a shipwreck off the Irish coast, and Stollwerck Bros.
and Max Sielaff had to send a complete second set of equipment. 42 In 1902,
under the personal supervision of Max Sielaff, this second set was assembled
as rhe first Automat in Philadelphia at a price of 37,000 Marks with no extra
charges. 43 The postcard's claim to show the "Largest Automatic Restaurant
in the World" was exaggerated. A brief comparison with the contemporary
Automat in Chemnitz reveals that the latter was far bigger.
Nonetheless, the postcard documents the first steps in the Americanization
of the Automat. Although neid1er the teclmology nor d1e appearance had been
changed, the postcard reveals strilcing departures from the German prototype.
Instead of technological or aesd1etic differences, we find a shift in the social and
cultural context. The £1et that the postcard also shows a female next to a male customer may be only a subde hint that this restaurant worked along different lines in
the United States. There are many pictures of German Automats with no female
customers. When we do see women, for example, in Berlin's reopened Automat,
they appear to be not on their lunch breaks, but rather relaxing after a shopping

37

It was not so much the increase in the number of women working ourside the home as rhe shifts

in the kinds of jobs they held that made the difference, see Harvey LEVENSTEIN, Rcuo!utiou ,rt tht
T.zb!t. The Tmmjimu,ztiou oftbe Amcriwz Diet (New York/ Oxford, 1988), p. I 61.
38 Lorraine B. DIEHL, Marianne HARD ART, The Autom,rt. The Histmy, Recipes, .md Allure o/
Hom & H.11d.m:, i\/,rsterpiece (New York, 2002), p. 21.
39 See "Organizational H iscory" in Roberr

F. Byrnes Collection of Automat Memorabilia ( 1912-

1990s), NYPL.
40

41

R\VWA 208-285-7.
Joseph V. HORN, Thm .md Now (Philadelphia,

1937), see: Horn and Hardarr Records, 1921-

2.00 1, Archives Center, Nationall'v[useum of American History, Smithsonian Institution.
42

Lorraine B. DIEHL and Marianne HARDART, Tbe "-lutoll~<rt ... , p. 28.

43

The insrallarion of the complete Automat

price, see R\V\'VA 208-285-7.
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German engineers was included in rhe purchase
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Fig. 5. Postcard (senr in 1910), Automat in Philadelphia. Source: Private collection.

expedition. In d1e United States, in contrast, the automatic restaurant particularly
appealed to women clerks, enabling them to have a hot meal in a public space.44
The appearance of an African-American in the backgrow1d of the picture
points even more clearly to a different social context to that in Imperial Germany
or France: It shows that the rules of inclusion and exclusion in East Coast
American society differed from those applied in Berlin or Paris. Around the turn
of the century, there were usually no African-Americans or visible immigrants
in the restaurant interiors. 4 5 The only task considered appropriate for them was
washing up. The man in the picture seems to be doing just this, bur only after he has
collected the dirty dishes. Thus, the only legitimate place for African-Americans
was in the kitchen. While the technical side and the decor of the Automat were
initially the same in Germany and the United States, the social contexts were very
different- a fact that is also supported by the varying advertising strategies .
This was true not only for the automatic restaurants; but also for all kinds of"luncheonettes" or
"soda fountains". Harvey Levenstein rightly stresses the role of Prohibition in this context. It brought
women into former saloons that had previously been off-limits to them, and also encouraged men to
.,i.j

frequent "rea-rooms': See Harvey LEVENSTEIN, Revol11tio11 ,If the ];tb!e ... , p.l87.
45 For the Automat, this remained true until at least the 1950s, see "Organizational History", The

Robert F. Byrnes Collection.
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The first Automat, opened by Mr. Horn and his partner Mr. Hardarr in
Philadelphia on the 9th ofJune 1902, was announced in rhe local Pbil,zdelphi,z
Item as rhe "new idea Lunch Room". 46 Around the turn of rhe century, lunchrooms of different kinds were already well established in North American cities. Almost every major US city boasted quick lunchrooms intended to meet
the increasing need to consume meals on the run. Thus, the Automat was just
a new idea lunchroom.
For example, since the 1880s a Swedish-born resident of Chicago had
been running a "smorgasbord" (essentially a sandwich buffer) to satisfy his
customers' "quick hunger", and also offering hot coffee. According to the food
historian Harvey Levenstein, rhe Swede invented a fancy name for his idea of
a restaurant by adding rhe ending "-reria" to rhe Spanish word "cafe". In the
years that followed, rhe American word "cafeteria" became rhe common name
for this kind of"quick-lunch room". Horn & Hardarr's Automats later became
famous as so-called quick-lunch rooms cafeteria style. The Philadelphia
Item advertisement of 1902 tells of the advantages claimed by the Automat
within this North American context: "you absolutely help yourself, no waiting or delay, you see what you want and get it immediately." Thus alongside
the boons of complete self-service and speed, the advertisement stressed the
importance of visual perception:" ... you see what you want ... ". 47
Before rhe Food and Drugs Act was passed in 1906, hygiene was a highly
explosive and hotly debated public issue in New York, and proved to be
one of rhe main factors in the success of the automatic restaurants in both
Philadelphia and, later, New York. 48 They experienced a major boom in the
1920s. In Imperial Germany, roo, the Automats were on the rise. Before World
War I, there were 125 automatic restaurants in Germany alone. However, with
rhe starr of the war their importance waned.
The Automat rook a different path in Philadelphia and New York.
Documents in the Rhineland-Westphalian Business Archive show rhar
Stollwerck Bros. sold Automats nor just to Horn & Hardarr but also ro August
Wei! of New York. To be precise, Wei! bought four Automats at that rime. 49
When the first of irs kind opened on Broadway in 1902, an enthusiastic journalist wrote, "The wonder is rhar this idea is nor of American, bur of German
origin."5° In order to cope with rhe startling fact of rhe Automat's German
46 This date is confirmed

by various advertisements in the P/;i/.zde!pbi.I item (see PhiL1delpbi,r Item,
7 June 1902, p. 8 and morning edition, 9 June 1902, pp. 17 and 23.). lvfost books and articles on Horn
& Hardart confuse the dares; see, for example, l\'[ary Anne EVES, "The Remrn of the Amomar': in
FouurLztioujt}r Architecture PbiLzdelpbia Guidelines, 2/200 1. p. 1-6. ·
·>7 Pbi/,.de!pbi" Item. 6 June 1902.
-!S

For the discussion on hygiene and che Pure Food Act, see Larine Swainston GOOD\XllN, The

Pure Food. Drink, and DrugCntsaders. 1879-1914 (Jefferson, NC. 1999).
·• 9 R\V\VA 208-285-7.
50 "The Automatic Restauram", Sdent(fic ~--lmerit"<Vl, no. 84- (July 1903 ), p. 49.
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roots, the author of the article offered alleged points of distinction between
the German and American versions. Admittedly, he wrote, they were on the
whole fairly similar: "It [the American Automat] is fitted up much more
elaborately, however. Its electric lights, its dazzling mirrors, and its resplendent marble outshine everything on Broadway." 51 It is curious that the author
explicitly mentions electric lights, mirrors and marble as making the restaurant particularly American, since all of these elements belonged to the typical
interior of the German automatic restaurants. This observation stresses the
fact rhar the technological transfer definitely was accompanied by a process
of standardization. The visual evidence is striking. Nevertheless, this process
of standardization was obscured by perfusing the automatic restaurant and
modern fast food practices in general with specific national meanings.
Even though Wei! probably opened the first Automat in New York, it
was the Horn & Hardart Company that dominated the business after their
expansion into New York. It is noteworthy that the enormous success of
the Horn & Hardart Automats in Philadelphia and New York essentially
depended on certain transformations of the restaurant's presentation and
technological side.
A look at the interior of a Horn & Hardart Automat on Broadway
(Figure 6) in the 1920s immediately reveals the changes that this type of restaurant had undergone since its lawKh in Philadelphia at the beginning of the
century: As in Paris in the 1890s, we see an interior that invites us to join in a
casual conversation. The food is still displayed and sold in compartments. In
his thesis on Horn & Hardart's automatic restaurants, Alec Shuldiner almost
blends om the European background of the Automat and errs about its origin. He could not know about the Srollwerck archive that had not yet been
opened to the public at that time. However, he rightly points our that what
has changed is the outward appearance of the automat itself: It is far larger,
offers more products and choice, and coffee has become its central fearure.52
It has a less luxurious air, although even in the 1920s, we still see some resemblance to the original German prototype with its Art Nouveau elements.
The transformation of the Automat imported from Germany into a typical
American phenomenon of presumed American origin, however, had occurred
within a much shorter time period. As early as 1910, a Tf{zshington Post article
noted, "The automat was born in New York [but it never made great success
in America]. It was exported to Germany, and there it has flourished like a
green bay tree. It appears that the Germans have an idea that Americans never
eat except the food and drink be served by a slot machine." 53

51 "TJ1e A uromanc
· Resrauranr ... ", p. 49 .
2
5 Alec SHULDINER, Thzpped Behind the Auto111<zt ... , p. 37.
53 Frederic]. HASKIN, "Qo:ick Lunch Rooms':

The I f{,shiugtou Post, 29 March 1910, p. 11.
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Fig. 6. Horn & I-lardarr Auromat on Broadway. Source: The New York Public Library, Picture
Colleclion, Image 10: 809530.

This historical reconstruction of the Automat as a successful American
export to Germany completely turns facts on their heads only a few years after
the import of the German prototype. At first glance, it might seem that the
author of the article is deploring German opinion or1 American eating habits.
His article ends, however, with a one-column long paean to the American
"quick-lunch rooms" and their advantages. The article's climax proclaims, "But
the crowning glory of the quick lunch room as an American institution is its
democracy. The -w:,II Street banker and the wall Street newsboy regularly
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eat ... at the same place. With all its faults, the quick lunch room is an
American institution of which we ought not to be ashamed."5 4
As I have shown already, this kind of democracy did not include everybody. On the contrary, the economic success of the Automat in New York
and Philadelphia relied on the exclusion of black people and immigrants, who
could be perfectly "trapped behind the Automat". 55 It was their miserably paid
labour that made food in the Automat so cheap.
The Automat success story is impressive. During Prohibition, and later
in the 1950s, it did an enormous volume of business. Although Horn &
Hardart only had cafeterias in Philadelphia and New York, it was at one time
the world's largest restaurant chain. 56 In the 1970s, Burger King began to take
over more and more chain restauramsY Finally, on 15 May 1990, the last
Horn & Hardart restaurant in Philadelphia closed its doors, followed on 9
April1991 by the last Automat in New York. 58

4. Different and similar lines: The Swedish Automat
The spread of the Automat was not limited to Germany and the United States.
As I have learned fi-om the files in the RWWA, the Automat G.m.b.H. opened
its first Automat in Great Britain in the Welsh town of Swansea in 1902.5 9
Together with other business partners- perhaps even Philippe Leoni - it also
distributed the Automat in big cities in Belgium, France, Spain, Switzerland
and South Afi·ica. From the 1930s onward, a similar type of restaurant, the
"amomatiek", became just as successfii! in the Netherlands as Horn & Hardart
did in the United States. 60 Initially, it was imported from Germany in 1902. 61
5•J Frederic]. HASKIN, "Q;oick Lunch Rooms" ... , p. 11.
55 Alec SHULDINER, Thzpperl behind tbe .-lfltrml,zt ... .

56 Carolyn HUGHES CRO\VLEY, "Meer Me ar the Automat", Smitbsonim;, vol. 32, no. 5
(August 2001), p. 22; Daniel COHEN, "For Food Both Cold and Hot, Put Your Nickels in rhe Slot':
SmitlumJi,m, vol. 16, no. 10 (January 1986), p.Sl. As early as the I 930s, rhe "glittering chain of coin~
gobbling Autolllars alone attracted a quarter of a million customers a day". Harvey LEVENSTEIN,

nmulox ofP!ent.v ... , p. 50.
57 "The Horn & Hardart Story'; Robert Byrnes Collection of Automat Ivkmorabilia, Box 1,

folder 9, Annual ReportS, 1932- I 979, NYPL, Rare Books and lvlanuscriprs Division. In 1953,
the Horn & Hardart Company had a gross intake of upward of$ 71,000,000 annually, sec: Jack
ALEXANDER, "ReStaurants that Nickels Built'', S,l/urd,rv El'c Post, I I December 1954.
Sh' To cite bur two articles, see "New YOrk City's Last Auromat Closes': 1Houroe (J\Jicbig,m) El'clling
Nm•s, E-25, 802, 14 Aprill991, and "It's the End of an Era as the Last Automat Fails to Find Buyer",
Roc/.Jcster (Neu' lOrk) Dcmocmt & Cbmuidc, ll April 1991.
59 RWWA 208-246-3.
60 The automatiek became even more popular in the 1950s, when the number of automatieks and

cafeterias increased

by 110 percent within six years, see: Adrie Albert DE LA BRVHEZE, Anneke H.

VAN OTTERLOO, "Snacks ... , p. 323.
61 Eric SHULDINER, Tiapperl bcbiilrl tbc ..Jutom,zt .. ., p. 210.
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Although we cannot rule out the Automat G.m.b.H. as a possible distributor,
unfortunately, we cannot confirm this either. We do !mow, however, that a partner of Max Sielaff acquired a patent for automatic restaurants in Sweden, and
spent a couple of years selling at least 19 automatic restaurants to Copenhagen,
Rotterdam and Trondheim. Unfortunately, no more detail is available, and
more research will be needed on this.
Karl Gratzer, however, wrote an economic history on the life cycle of
Swedish automatic restaurants. 62 Although his research interest was neither the question of technological transfers from Germany nor the process
of global standardization, we can still learn a lor about their economic
success.
I would like to take a final look at this development of automatic restaurants in Sweden. Trends resembled those in Germany insofar as the number
of launches of new automatic restaurants in Stock.holm and other Swedish
cities peaked around 1910. This was much earlier than in the Netherlands
or in the United States. After 1929, they gradually fell to an equally low
level with Germany. \l(!hile only men ran the restaurants before 1910, an
increasing number of women joined the company management in later
years.
In 1898, two patents were filed in Stockholm, one by a (possibly French)
company called ~isisana, and the other by Max Sielaff In the years that followed, however, Swedes increasingly applied for patents and began to produce
automats in their own country.
Although the "Svenska Automat" (Figure 7) located in the Stockholm
Zoo shared its name with Sielaff's and Horn & Hardart's restaurants, it was
designed along different lines. As in the US, tables were set up in the interior, thus enabling customers to communicate with each other. Presumably,
meals in the Stockholm Automat were displayed in glass compartments as
well. However, it could not compete with its American counterpart in size
and selection. This is probably because eating out was not common at the
time. What makes the Svenska Automat particularly interesting is a picture
showing what the other images of automatic restaurants, and the restaurants
themselves, kept hidden: the human labour behind it all. This picture shows
four women worldng in the ldtchen area behind the automats, hidden from
the customers' view (Figure 8).
Only in this context can we fully understand the imperative "Bediene dich
selbst" or the phrase "you absolutely help yourself" and its function. The promise of equality, which particularly fascinated the American press, conceals the
inequality upon which the system was based: it hides the black dishwashers in
New York as well as the cheap (female) workers in Europe. This fits into the
62

Karl GRATZER. The Making of a New Industry ... , p. 11.
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Fig. 7. Svenska Auromarenfabrikens, catalogue from 1907 (phorographer unknown).
Source: Kunglia Biblioreket, Stockholm.

Fig. 8. Four women working in rhe kirchen area behind the auromars in SvenskaAuromarenfabrikens,
catalogue from 1907 (phorographer unknown). Source: Kunglia Biblioteker, Srocld1olm.

far longer history of hiding unacknowledged work. The work in the kitchen is
only one example of work that seemed to be like work never done. 63
This picture of the Svenska Automat also shows how technical standards
differed from country to country - Swedish Automats were significantly less
well equipped than those in New York and Germany.
Kirsten SCHLEGEL~l\1ATHIES, ''Jm H,u'-' und .rm Herd': Der rf :mdd deJ Hrwj}nuenbilrles
tmd dcr H.ws.trbcit I SS0-1930 (Snmgart, 1995) p. 36.
63
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5. The process of global standardization in fast food technology
and consumption practices
Hygiene, communication, the problem of time and the making of consumption
practices - these are the topics that interest me the most in connection with
the emergence of aucomatic restaurants in Europe and the US. I would like
to refer to these issues when summarizing my empirical findings: Automatic
restaurants were a reaction to society's need for fast, hor, wholesome and
cheap meals outside the home. The widespread discussion of hygiene in all
industrialized countries around 1900 helped to heighten their appeal. Within
this discourse, visual perception was considered particularly crucial, because it
made quality control possible. Particularly in New York, the time ractor played
a major role, since the rapidly growing social group of employees (both male
and female) needed to be fed as quicldy as possible. Thus, a large number of
different kinds of"quick-lunch rooms" were launched at more or less the same
time. Automatic restaurants in Germany appealed to a different and significantly smaller clientele.
In New York, the factor contributing most to the success of the Automat
was its presumed cross-class communicative space. The hospitable and warm
design of the interior promoted this function. A similar development could
be observed in Sweden; apparently, however, the Automats there could not
establish themselves as communicative spaces after 1910.
Concerning technology, food and new consumption practices, automatic
restaurants may be interpreted as an outcome of the global process of standardization (as can also be seen in tl1e pictures discussed here). At the same time, they also
evoked and accelerated this very process of standardization. The standardization
of products tl1rough vending machines, the ubiquitous reproduction of experienced taste, training in certain modes of consumption (as required by the display
cabinets), the idea of self-service that shapes our lives today- all these aspects
were becoming increasingly standardized within all industrialized coLmtries.
At the same time, this standardization brought about new differentiations or confirmed pre-existing distinctions in new ways. Take the particular
example of the American journalist mentioned above: Only ten years after the
import of the German prorotype into the US, he was praising the Automat
as a truly "American Institution" - now poised to be exported worldwide
(by which he meant to Europe) - that would shape European perceptions of
Americans. This appropriation of the Automat was not simply intended to
disassociate American from European institutions; it also served to cement
exclusionary distinctions within North American society itself. Unlike the
newsboy who could sit next to the banker, black dishwashers or other lowwage workers were banished from the interior of the restaurant. Labour - and
typically menial labour - was hidden.
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An equally clear, unspoken separation ran between consumers and nonconsumers. Especially in the United States, automatic restaurants appealed to
women. Other studies have shown a considerable number of female managers
in the American restaurant business. 64 In the case of the Automat, we have no
similar statistics. In Sweden, on the other hand, we know that many women
managed automatic restaurants- but not until they had proved to be increasingly unprofitable.
Finally, the empirical findings bring us to the conclusion that although
early fast food could serve to establish distinctions within and between
nations, it was not yet aimed at global consumers. The Automat did not aim
to attract the very same consumer in New York and in Berlin - an aim shared
by global fast food chains nowadays. Of course, McDonald's branches do
differ locally in respect to taste, marketing and production; they fulfil different functions in South Korean society than in, for example, German society.
Nonetheless, they also attract tourists and other travellers all over the world
because they provoke a feeling of ubiquitous familiarity. Even though their
main customers may well come from local neighbourhoods, they simultaneously try to address global consumers, particularly in global localities such as
airports or in so-called global cities.
The Automat around 1900 had no global clientele, although it may already
have had a translocal clientele in Imperial Germany where more than 125 restaurants had been launched in different ciries. From the 1920s onwards, the
Automat became a local peculiarity of New York. Its success was particularly
due to being embedded perrecdy in the social life of this metropolis. The
importance of a global consumer did not grow until the 1950s, when this
would trigger a new set of distinctions - both between and within nations
and societies. This global history of fast food from a transnational perspective
still has ro be written.

64 Harvey Levenstein suggests that

by 1925, close to 60 percent of restaurant patrons were women.

LEVENSTEIN, Reuolutiou.u the "Ezblc ... , p. 188.

